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Manuel Exclusive Clothier 

"Upscale Tailoring for Men"

This shop is synonymous with fabulous hand-tailored men's clothing. For

decades entertainers and business leaders have come here for the perfect

fit. Whether you're looking for a business suit or a tuxedo for a night on

the town, Manuel will create the clothes that makes the right statement.

Bring your Visa card or a wad of cash because custom hand-tailored

garments don't come cheap. Just ask some of Manuel's clients: Bob Dylan,

Dwight Yoakam and Mick Jaggar.

 +1 615 321 5444  manuelcouture.com/  1922 Broadway Avenue, Nashville TN
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J. Michaels Clothiers 

"Fine Tailored Clothing for Men"

Once a pleasure reserved for the ultra-wealthy, a tailored suit custom fit

for you may be more affordable than you think. Leaving nothing to

chance, the tailors at J. Michaels Clothiers design the perfect look based

on your preferences, measurements and budget. Fine shoes from Cole

Haan, Johnston and Murphy, and others extend the well-dressed ethic to

your feet, and cuff links, belts and other accessories pull the entire look

together.

 +1 615 321 0686  www.jmichaelsclothiers.com/  3305 West End Avenue, Suite 200,

Nashville TN
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Imogene & Willie 

"Custom Denim"

Operating in a former gas station, Imogene & Willie specializes in custom-

fitted denim products. The friendly and knowledgeable staff will help you

pick the best jeans cut for your body type and tailor it to give you the ideal

fit. They offer a variety of pants cuts to suit every taste. In addition to their

denim selection, Imogene & Willie also offers boots.

 +1 615 292 5005  www.imogeneandwillie.com  2601 12th Avenue South, Nashville TN
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